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The purpose of analogy is to familiarize us with new Ideas by linking them to ideas 
we already understand. It is not uncommon, however for new theories to be linked 
analogously to ideas which are hardly understood by anyone, but which have cap
tured the popular imagination by their progressive appeaL Perhaps also the less an 
audience understands of a subject used as an analogy, the more impressive does 
the argument appear. 1his results , if I mav fall into the same trap myself, from some 
kind of osmosis of profundity . People today talk glibly of 'chain reactions' as if the 
principles of nuclear physics were obvious to. anyone. A century ago , the favourite 
words were 'germ' and 'evolution' . Now that we are celebrating the centenary of the 
publication of The Origin of Species, it may be useful to examine the Influence of 
biological analogies on architectural theory. and try to assess their usefulness with 

respect to the architecture of our own day. The origins of the biological analogy. like so many ideas which have influ-
enced modern architectural doctdnes. can be traced to about the year 1750. At that 
time, two epoch-making scientific books were publfs!ledo Linnaeus's Species Plan
tarum (17SJ). in which the entire vegetable kingdom was classified binominalfy 
according to the disposition of the female reproductive organs, or 'styles', and 
Buffon's Histoire Natu relle (1749), a vast compendium which attempted to incorpo
rate all biological phenomena into a genernl inwpretation of the laws governing 
the universe. Unnaeus' s work does not immediately concern this present Inquiry. 
Buffon. however, is o' considerable relevance, since he disagreed both with lin
naeus' s immutable species, and with his whole doctrine of classification by arbit
rarily chosen characteristiCS- On the contrary, he believed that this kind of 
compilation obscured the fact that all species must have derived from a single 
type, and, supporting his views on this subject both by the evidence of fossil 
shells, and by re ference to mammoths recently discovered in Siberia he put forward 
a philosophy of creation in which the idea of evolution was expressed clearly for 

the first time. In so far as his system relates to biological ideas used later by architectural thee· 

rlsts, there are two features which deserve mention. The first is that, in hitting upon the 
idea of evolution, he saw It as essentially a process of degeneration, not of Improve 
ment, since his religious beliefs lor his respect for those held by his contempornri"l 
prevented him from assigning the evolutionary process to any but the lower animals
On the other hand he was the first scientist to distinguish correctly between tne ~ege 
tative' and specifically 'animal' parts of animals, whereby an onimal maY be regarded 
simply as a vegetable organism endowed with the power of moving from place to 
place- Thus 'organic life' has come to mean. for architectural theorists at ;east, the sum 
of the functions of the •vegetative' class, for all living organisms, whether plants or 

animals, possess them to a more or less marked degree. . • 
The scientist who first gave classical expression to thiS meaning of •organ" 

was Xavier Bichat, whose Physio logical Researches on life and Death was pub· 
lished in 1800. Until then it was norm a' especially in view of the humanistic cuiiU': 

of the age, for the biological analogy to refer to animals rather than plants- \
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Kames, for example, who disli ked symmetrY in gardens, contended neverth' ~:~ 
tnat 'in organized bodies comprehended under one view, nature studies regula" 
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which for the same reason, ought to be studied in architecture'. At tne begi
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the nineteenth century h 'l'f . ' owever 'orga . ' I e which moves' It was ' nlc came to be regarded 
symmetry of ani~al k \thus the asymmetry of plants and - less as a quality of 
organic structures w: e eton_s, which came to be acre t y,scera, rather than the 
tural fashions of the ere by biology could still be adduce~ ;d as characteristic of 

The m t . age. o support the architec-

os Important enu . . 
those published by Lama nclatlons of evolutionary thea . . 
Buffon, but when at th rck. Lamarck was essentially a b I ry_ at thos to me were 
National Conven;ion ~thage of fifty, he was appointed profo anlst of the school of WI out any · essor of Zool b 
transfer his attention to th previous experience at all h ogy Y the 
disciplines, he was event e study of anatomy. As a result of ~ was ~bilged to 
rogressively as Buffon ha~a~lyl\ed to conclude that living forms~~~ combination of 
only to be expected B ff e_oeved, but progressively This h not evolved ret
Book of Gen . . .u on, living in the age of R . c ange of attitude was 

esls was literal\ ousseau and at t' 
Fall from perfection L y accepted, naturally favoured' a h a I me when the 
of Progress was lite~al;marck, in the age of Revolution and t yp~thesis implying a 

Similarly it w Y acce~ted, naturally favoured a' c t a a t~me when the idea 
. ' as not entlrel t on rary VIew 

tlon was due to environme y s r~nge that Lamarck should su . 
society had already b nt. The Importance of this infl ggest that evolu-

een emphas· d uence on art l ~·;~~: ;~s~::~~~ly~v~:~t~ ughd they Z no~:s~~ ~~'11~~ :;· g~ont;sq u ie; :~d a~~ 
revolutionary argument 'I~~ lre:t. This, however, was th; es so ar as to say that 
and character of the animal:~ :•~:1 he wrote, 'the organs -that'~;~: of Lamarck's 
peculiar properties 0 1 Y parts- which have i _ _say, the form 
conditions in which ~ut, on the contrary, it is its habits :n~en rose to Its habits and 
bodily form 't s ancestors lived that has in th manner of life and the 

Th , I ', o~gans and its qualities.' e course of time fashioned "t 

e word biology'' or scienc . I s 
at the same tim h e of life, was invented b 
Goethe, who in ~~s to:nw~rd 'morphology', or science oi ~~;,:;'rck in ?bout t8oo; 
Being a poet how ay was as famous as a scie f t ' was onvented by 
than we do ;oda ever, he understood the term mor ho~oos _as he was as a poet. 
and relations hi ; (whe~ the subjects of its study :,, c gy on a much wider sense 
living forms su ~ of lovong structures and their dev I onfined to the comparison 
~sion In the b: I as rocks. This, as we shall see wa:topbment), and included non
to whether m.'o ogoca\ analogy in that, from its 'ince ~ e another element of con-

Which grow. F;~:·0~,"" :.as concerned with structur::~:fct~;i~ was u_ncertainty as 
had rejected the old q Az~r, for example, at the end of ':or woth structures 
of crystals, co nte ndi n com pan son between the growth of or th '- eoghtee nth century' 
&eoeous in stru g that crystals are mathematical\ gano:ms and the growth 
Position. On th cture, whereas organisms are of rou / ~egular In shape and homo
Was nothin e other hand Jacob Schleiden fif 11 e shapes and complex com-

f,7"'h of ,~,~~:::; less than a ' form-buti din~ i:~c~' late~ c:nsidered that li fe 
e as 1898 H organ osms to belong to thes ' an e consodered the 

: '''"isms w~s ; rbert Spencer could still assert t~m; ~tegory of phenomena. As 
_;arks Which m ~n e~sentialty similar process' Si a - e growth of crystals and 
lllbiguitywill b:m~y .I nfluenced Frank Lloyd Wrig~cet~t was s.pencer's biological 

o v1 ous. • e poss1ble effects of this 
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N\oreover, as soon as the new sdence of morphology was established, and 
pursued methodically by the study of compa.ative anatomy, two dHemmas in the 
interpretation of the facts at once made themselves apparent' does form follow 
function. or does function follow form? To tne layman. the conundrum might appear 
futile and insoluble, but to those fammar with the history of modern architectural 
theories its importance will need no justification. Amongst biologists, the dlstinc· 
tion was considered suffidently important to perpetuate a bitter quarrel for half a 
century, the leader of the 'form follows function' school being Georges Cuvier, the 
leader of the opposing faction being Geoffroy Saint·Milaire. cuvier (who was inci· 
dentallY a friend of the architect A. T. Brogniart, and obtained his assistance in 
examining fossilized building stooes) stated that every modification of a function 
entailed the modification of an organ. Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire protested against 
arguing from function to structure as an 'abuse of final causes'. The controversy 
might well have continued indefinitely had it not been that advances in cell·theory 
distracted attention from morphology, by causing organisms to be seen no longer 
as cleverly constructed mechanisms but simply as an aggregate of cells. 

\n the event. when the biological analogy was first seriously applied to art 
theory, the delicate topic of form versus function' was avoided completely, since 
interest was concentrated on the way forms grow. rather than on the way they work. 
From the time aesthetics became assodated with psychology in the middle of the 
eighteenth century, philosophers had been trying to e.plain how inspiration (or 
'genius' as it was sometimes called) grew in the human mind. Buffon himself, in his 
speech on Style to the Academie Fran~aise (t753l was perhaps the first to hint at a 
biological analogy when he remarked that 'the human mind can create nothing, 
and only produces after having been fertilized by e.perience and meditation, in 
that its perceptions are the germs of Its products'. Later Young, in his Conjectures 
on Odglnal Composition (t759), stated that 'an original may be said to be of a 
vegetable nature; it rises spontaneously from the vital root of !!"nius; it grows, il is 
not made'. But it was left to Samuel Taylor Coleridge to express the idea as a com-

plete artistic theory. There seems little doubt that Coleridge derived his ideas from Germany, where 
he had studied In his youth and where such ideas had long been in c;rculation 
Young's Conjectures, though virtually ignored in England. had been twice trans· 
lated into German within two years of its publication, and had become an import· 
ant part of the gospel of Storm and Stress.j. G. Herder. in his essay On the Knowing 
and Feeling of the Human Soul (1]78), had used plants as an ana logy forthe devel· 
opment of art forms from the soil of their own time and place. Goethe, in hiS 
famous early essay on German architecture. had described Gothic as the organic 
product of growth in the mind of genius. But Coleridge, who was himself an 
amateur biologist, not merely translated these views into English; he organtted th• 
attack against the whole 'Mechanico·Corpuscula! philosophy of creation. 'The tor~ 
is mechanic', he wrote. 'when on any given material we impress a predetermone . . . t reta••l 

form, as when to a mass of wet clay we gove whatever shape we wosh ot 
0 

l 
when hardened. The organic form, on the other hand, is innate, it shaPes ·~, 
develops itself from within, and the fullness of its development is one and 

same with the perfection of its outward form.' 
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Several criticisms relevant 
Coleridge's views. One . to the present enquiry ma b 
virtually an unwllled an~ ~hat the process of artistic creationyls :x;ade concerning 
violently he might att k nco~scoous process of mind The ~oned by him as 
biologists to ex I . ac the mechanical' theory it has second os that however 
philosophers su~ha~~ ~ow living organisms actu~lly wor~e~; frequeotly used by 
of the most famous of ;sca~es ~h? regarded the animal bod was not only early 
'tried to grasp the m uvo~rs doscoples, Henri Milne-Edwa d y as a machine. One 
comparing and st anne~ on which organic forms mi h r s, stated that he had 
industry of man' ~i~yo~g hvong things as If they wer: ~:a~e been invented by 

deve:~~:::~~:~;~:; i~~:.:i'~h:~•ho~i~!:,~~ ;.%:t:;.:~i;:;;:~~~:~~~~o~:g 1~ha~ 
•dea of evolution · ou t at by 1859 there . · 
was not used in t:i~ ~~~~:~~~itt~8e theThory ~f life, even th~~:hnt~t:•t:~;~vel 1in .the 
of architectu Th 31. os " equall t . evo utoon' 

Implicitly in ;~~luti~~.~:~~~c:~ha;~~!~:tso df the eariv :~;h~~:hn;~g;~~t~~h~ ~~eoryd 
Romans, just as the R . •eve that the modern h . . e leve 
writers on archltectur:~a~s omproved on the Greeks Even ~·dad. omproved on the 

~ri~s, believed In archi~e'c.~r~~::'1~~~; · ~ho specifically cri:ic~::de~:::~:;~;;:~ry 
oo ogosts the novelty of 

0 
. , n ecause they believed . e· 

lion of exisUng forms (or a~on s theory was that it attributed evo.'~· Progress. For 
forms) by Nature h ' o put " another way the eli . . u oon to a selec· 
'function follows fo;ze:;~t thus ; nevila b ly weighed the ~~;:~~on . of obsolescent 
place. Lamarck had cl . ool by presupposing 'that the for e .'" favour of the 

:~::,:;, ~~~~:~s;o~;!~~:~:::~:: 'ch~~~;:: ~r,'~;~~,";;~~~:~~~~~iotyi~i~hoees ~~s: 
specoeschan d ' c anges were atb 't · arwon 
the action or'n:t:;.:ys~;~;t~se the on functional form: r:~:;s~~~~~dttal, and that 
of vanous shapes Th h on to that of a man building a h . He compared 
""'" · but the u; e s apes of these stones, he said w o~se from field·stones 
explicable b es to whoch the stones were u . , ou d be due to definite 
boiids a ho:S:'~~e causes. Yet as Charles Sing~r th;s the. building would not be 
fixed end , ere os the intervention of a de . poonted out, when a man 

and governed by a clearly conceived id finite purpose, directed towards a 

The builder in the proper sense ea. 
the builder's mi d of the word selects. But the acts . 
therefo b n -have no relation to the 'causes' wh' h of selection- mental events in 

Ar h

. re e compared with the action of Natural Sele t'IC produced the stones. They cannot 

c 1te t c 1on. 
. c ural theorist h lng and botan s. w o are guilty of similar[ inex '"~ished b : may find consolation in the thy h act analogies between build· 

If i y t e Master himself. oug t that a classic precedent w 

"' sh n fact we look atthose he . as d' all see that th p . nomena which scientist . r A,yr classified e number of exact parallels which ~ consoder as biological, 
•on, resplr . organic functions into nine ca . ca~ e drawn are slight. Vic ~::.e~~~~~·;i:;~~~:~~O,:~~~~s~:~:~~ ·h~:~e;~:~o;:~~;it~,~~~~~:;~ ~~~:~~~li~~c~;~ 

r y, If we examine morphological s n~ analogy wit? the function of bulld
ys ems of classification, whether it be 
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the linnaean system (based on one selected feature) , CuviefS system (based on 
total structure related to inner parts), or the system of von Baer (based on what he 
called the 'spatial relationship' of organic elements, Le. radia l. longitudinal, 
massive, and vertebrate), there seems little 1E!ven remotely suggestive of buildings 
and the way they are designed. It would seem as if the analogy must always be 
general and poetk, and in fact the features held in common seem limited to four 
the relationship of organisms to their environment, the correlation between organs, 

the relationship of form to function, and the principle of vitality itself. 
The most comprehensible analogy con cerns the influence of environment on 

design, an idea which undoubtedly derived its main stimulus from Darwin, 
although it first emerged in the wort< of A\ex.ander von Humboldt. who opposed the 
academic methods of linnaeus and suggested that plants should be classified 
according to the climates In which they were found, rather than according to inher
ent characters determinable in a museum. Being of a romantic and aesthetic dispo
sition, he sought <) system of classi fi cation through the impression made by 
landscapes when simply loo\<ed at by the ordinary observer. He was very interested 
in architecture and described in detail the pre-Columbian buildings he found in 
Centra\ America. He nowhere seems to have suggested, however, that the design of 
buildings had much relationship with topography and vegetation, although he 
thought that pyramids were best suited to mountainous ground. Only in the sphere 
of engineering did he exert any influence on construction, in that his description of 
Peruvian suspension bridges is known to have suggested modern experiments in 

Darwin naturally took von Humboldt's doctrine considerably further by con-this field . 

tending that Nature had selected thosE! forms which were most suitable for the 
environments in which they were situated, but he offered no suggestion as to how 
Nature created such forms in the first plac.e. He had in fact no training and probably 
little interest in pure morphology, and in so far as his work affected morphological 
studies, It was to cause the public to regard organisms historically. In his fi rst drafi 
of The Origin of Species, written in 1842, he remarked that ·we must look at everv 
complicated mechanism and instinct as the summary of a long history of useful 
contrivances much like a work of art' . Whether or not he actually regarded the 
history of architecture as analogous with natural selection. I do not know. But there 
can be little doubt that. so far as hiS biological theory of the relationship of form to 

environment is concerned. the relevance of Darwinism to archttectU<e has tended 
to decrease. Improvements In alr·conditloning equipment are making architectural 
form increasingly independent of d imatlc considerations. Only in dis~i cts where 

' distinctive local materials can be used for domestic architecture is there anY Ukeli· 
hood of regional characteristics influendng fmm. and even in newly developed 
areas where the example has been set, such as Arizona, there seems little ,vidOO" 

of a desire to carry the movement very far. As regards the 'correlation between organs' (which one might perhaP' 
compare with the relationship between the parts of a building), the fact was'~: 
en undated as a biological prind ple by Vicq d' Azyr, who pointed out that a certah

1 

e · · and t 

shape of tooth presupposes a certain type of structure in the extre 1111t1es . . g 
digestive canal, because the animal's bodily parts are adapted to its waY of 

1
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This idea was taken showed how o even further by Cuvier, who fro 
based on the i~,' ~ould reconstruct extinct animal; by ~ small fossil fragments, 

relates to archite~;u;~~~~~~~,": each organic part. Yeti::~~:;~: ;~i:~ductions 
sance theory of modular prop~rtio~'!:''::~:r:~rely a curious parallel with the'~~~:~~ 
proportions of the human b d y, as the Humanists had ob 
the finger of an antiq o ~ are so standardized that if served, the 
h ue statue, rt would b . one were to find 

~:w:~:rlet~a fa~t enthusiastically sei<ed ~:c.~·~~~;; theoretically, to reconstruct 

th 

. , e on y use to which Cuvier's d' e great forgers of the age) 
eonsts was · . 1scovery was b . · 

false eviden '"/rovrng th~t the 'imitation of styles' w put y nrneteenth-century 
rehistoric c: or f~tur: hrstorians. After descrlbi as mor.ally wrong, since it left 

~With the saa~lmal~ .In hi: True Principles of Beaut n~ ~ool(oglcal reconstructions of 
. t d e facrlrty wrth which a fossil im Y rt >849), Fergusson added· 

grs ' oesa ny truestyle of art en a Press ora bone does this forth e . 
rn what century the building to wh i~~ ;:h: ; rch aeologl st to tell from a few frag~e:l~-

ln general, the only maj b' I . e onged was erected.' n ' 

~e~~ ~r~h :r~~i:~~u ;~ a~o;0cremrns fo trlhl e
1

~e~!~~~ ~:~~~ ~t ;~~m s;:~ sn:tii~e~tlbyuatn a logo us to 
b \' d o ows functio • as we have 
e le~~ that function follows form . n .was hotly contested by those 

specifically pointed out by H b . It IS cunous to note that th'ls d'l who w · h er ert Spenc f I emma was 
H rrg t tell~ us) Louis Sullivan derived er, ro~ whose writings (so Frank Lloyd 
. owever, smce nobody has ever d . many: If not all, his biolo ical . ~~:~;~f~::::~ted, it Is worth co~~~i~~~~~ ~~:~~:sf~~:a:::::~~mdand ~~n~ti~~e=~~ . lp oes fit In with a 

In case It should be objected that ~heory at all, but of the 'Functio • su.c~ a topic is not part of the , . ' ~: t~::~;,ctional analogy, the re~a~:o~hs~~;b:t~e:~pfortune to suggest that ~;~~:~cs 
life. Histor~:!oa~:ag~~~rianllythe bioldogical analogy, itoi~mc~~~i:~~~~oansis considered g agree that d' f . necessary to 

b

tven, as far as architectural theory l·s c ere tt or thts new interpretation must b 
e noted th t h oncerned to L · . e 

had been ~res:a~:;:~x~re~sed it or applied it un;;~~ft~~~:~a~;~lthoughit may 
Humboldt in . Y reenough and Baudela' met Wrrght. It 
alone throu hm;"d, suggested that the best uitks w rre, ~ho, perhaps with von 
know' he : t or;sts and prairies, contemplating te t ose who had travelled 
tlon.' Simlla;~ eV· t~e admirable, inevitable relati~ns~se~trng, and writing. 'They 
mediae"\ ·, ro et-le-Duc, like Ruskin before h' ~ etween form and func
Unr\ersto scu ptors had studied the mor holo rm, rew attention to the way 
selves tood that the contours of plants 'alw: s gy of vegetation, and how they 
Philosoph the\ necessities of the organisms' YH,'~p~ess a function , or submit them
'sought tot~a. con clusions from this obsen:ation t not, however, draw any major 

''tetation' r';;," out in the structures of their bulldin~:c::' to say. that the masons 
form folio . e Fren ch Rationalists were in f t .ose qua ltties they found in 

''' ana to~::tructure (which they found quite :~te~o~ rnterested In the idea that 
btological a ), s~ that there can be little doubt th ~ le Without the use of elabor-

Sulliva~alogr es the foundation of a tota l a rchi~: ': walsdSu ll ~van who first made 
seems to have derived littl . . • c ura octnne. e msprratton from Viollet- le-Duc's ·theo . · nes, 
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since his main interest was in composition rather than in construction (which he 
left to Adler). Yet following the anti-academic fashion of his age, he obiected to the 
term 'composition', although in the circumstances it is difficult to see why. Since 
'decomposition' is th•• chief characteristic of organisms which are dead, it might 
reasonably be inferred that 'composition' is the chief characteristic of organisms 
which are living. But, like so many theorists who have found the biological analogy 
stimulating, he never really pursued it very deeply, and made little distinction as to 
whether it referred to the object created or the process of design. Whilst some of 
his writings suggest a Lamarckian interpretation of evolution (as when he wrote 
that 'it was not simply a matter of form expressing function; the vital idea was that 
the function created or organized its form') , most of them suggest the Coleridgean 
analogy between biology and poetic vision. It is perhaps significant that his first 
enunciation of an architectural doctrine - the address on Inspiration given to the 
Western Association of Architects' Convention - was in the form of a long poem 

intelligible only to three other people in the room. 
In the present century the biological analogy has been associated primarily 

with Frank Lloyd Wright, into whose young hands Sullivan enthusiastically transmit
ted his copy of Spencer's biological works. What Wright has meant by 'Organic 
Architecture' has never been clear; the difficulty is that for Wright it meant so much: 
crystalline plan forms. the possibility of growth by asymmetrical addition, the rela· 
tionship of composition to site and client, the use of local materials, the individual
ity of every created thing, the need for every artist to endow his work with the 
integrity of his innermost being. and so on . But primarily it meant for him a living 
architecture; an architecture in which useless forms were sloughed off as part of 
the process of a nation's growth, and in which every composition, every element 
and every detail was deliberately shaped for the job it had to perform. To this inter
pretation no one can take exception, and perhaps the safest thing to say of the Bio· 
logical Analogy is that it is simply a more poetic expression of the ideal of 

L'Architecture Vivante. It is now a century since the Revue Generate de /'Architecture launched the 

slogan 'Organic Architecture' in this se:nse, although at the time it proved prema
ture. 'We have named it Organic', wrote the editor in tB63.' 'because it is, in rei•· 
tionship to the Historic and Eclectic Schools, what the organized life of animals and 
vegetables is in relationship to the unorganized existence of the rocks which form 
the substratum of the world.' Since then, many developments have occurred in bio· 
logical theory, and many in architectural practice. occasionallY some of the former 
can be paralleled with some of the latter. Claude Bernard's discoveries concerning 
the way the body adapts Itself to changing conditions (or vaso-motor mechaoisml 
suggest clear parallels with the flexibility of modern planning. SimilarlY Mil"' 
Edwards's law of economy, which states that nature does not always create a ne• 
organ for a new function, but often adapts undifferentiated parts to special tuo<· 
tions. or even converts to other uses organs already specialized, suggests m•"\ 
interesting parallels in this present age of standardized forms. Most import

301 0

d 
all, Wilhelm Roux's discovery that the blood-vascular system is largely determine,. 
by direct adaptation to functional requirements demonstrates that form does 

0

"er· 
sionally follow function after all. But in general, detailed analogies are as dani 
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ous now as when th l 
h

. e s ogan was fi t f 
arc ltecture must b . . rs ormulated and than when Th . :a living art, we cannot go much' apart from holding that 

Within thee ~;·~;e~ Species was first given to an ::t'!~:;:7 the my~tery of life 

;,~~~s~f~:e ~~f;;~~~;:c~;~:~ ~~;~:o~id:: e.' ~;r;~::fY c;;~~;1,::::~~~~;~~ ~~;~; 
ary progress is no . . e nmeteenth centu ' .. ma IOn to a 
Buffon's w being seriously challenged d ry s naive faith in evolution-

approach may not h b , an a suspicion h . 
that optimism has . ave een entirely wrong. This d as ansen that 
like the followers ;;v;~ place to pessimism, but simply th:te: not of course mean 
however it has beco rwm, the odea that every change is f e no longer accept, 
tectural periodicals ,:::,'n~~ar, in both Europe and America t:;,';he best Recently 
two categories, 'evolutio o~ger c~ntent merely to divide ail ne be. le_admg arch\· 
ing contemporary arch it nary and vestigial', and leave it at th ~- uoldmgs mto the 
improvements can best bec~re to systematic criticism in orde:; th;y are _subiect· 

This f . e rought about. o etermone how 
, o course, IS the ve o . necessary because ry pposlte of natural selectio . 

building as automat%:,~an no longer afford to regard eve "',but," has become 
national Style, there wasy an advance on the rest. In the e:l ew contemporary' 

;;;:~; ~~~:~:~~~:~Y;:~ np~~e~ .:~r!~~ :~;:~~~~t;;~ ~;~(h ;p;:st~ti~: ~~:~: 
are so widely accept d ~ncto?nal forms evolved by the lead" e stunted Its early 
better serve the ad e ' t ere IS obvious danger of their . mg modern architects 
publicly singled ou:ancement of architecture than that ex~"","· and _nothing can A . mp es of thiS should be 

. n even more cogent reaso f gists have beco n or the new critical att"t d . 
organisms on e~:h v:~ ;~nsci ous of 'biotic' en vi ron me~t ~~ : •:h th~'fli ust as bi olo· 
ment' does not on I r '.so we are becoming much m . . e m uence of free 
the buildings ·In y compnse natural scenery but als thore aware that 'environ-

our towns Th b ' o e accum 1 t d 
tricts predominantly 'co t. e ur an scene, especially in Ame. u_a _e legacy of n emporary' h nca, IS 1n ma d" 

::\::~t:~~~~so~n~hi;s neighbours o:~hte ~:;::~:r~d a~~~~~ture has no tonier :s; 

si". disdain for ihe s~e;:l~e~ ~~ed to per.petuate the 'early re:of~t:~::'.ac~eptance 
against our own bear . . eaux-arts styles. Such buildi nes aggres
<arry the awful ' . gratifying testimony to the victo f ng;, when iuxtaposed 
Which Survi warning that, in architecture it is ( o the fittest, but they also ve. ' no necessarily only the Fittest 

The earliest use I have found o lecture occurs in L f the word 'organic' with s .. 
(18t,l): 'Ce qui les c:~aec~~ais' b;autiful eulogy of Gothicp~~~i~~i~efer_ence to. a 'living' archi-

une seule forme, dont les i~~~~bes~:e trava~l organique qui de ta~~ ~~el~e I Art e.t du Beau ra es parties ... se fondent e ements divers a fait 
nun corps unique et vivant.' 
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